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A COMPARISON OF TWO THEORIES OF SPEECH/LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR

INTRODUCTION

The main focus of this paper is concerned with the concepts of speech and

language; the distinctions between these two concepts; and the relational

development of each. Traditionally, communication scholars have been interested

in the concepts of language and speech. However, until recently, language and

speech have been used interchangeably in reference to the same phenomenon.

This lack of conceptual accuracy placed a limitation on language scholars, and

may have hindered the development of this area of communication research.

The man often attributed with making the distinction between speech and

language is de Saussure (1916). de Saussure labelled the significant concepts "la

langue" (language) and "la parole" (speech). La langue "is the system of

knowledge that a native speaker possesses, which enables him to produce and

understand sentences" (Bornstein, 1977, p. 19); and la parole is the individual's

oral performance of this language system. Therefore, "an individual can have

language without speech, but not speech without language" ( Nuttall, in press).

According to M. M. Lewis (1963), "A child is born a speaker and born into a

world of speakers" (p. 16). This means that there are innate and environmental

factors that direct the child toward speech behavior. Nuttall (in press) suggests

there are two main origins of speech: sounds of discomfort (cries) and sounds of

pleasure (coos). All other speech behaviors develop out of theie two primitive

forms of vocal utterances.



SOUNDS OF DISCOMFORT

Sounds of discomfort are the means infants use to release excess energy. As
the child matures these cries evolve into verbal assults or invectives directed at
the sources of discomfort. If an individual accidentally strikes his hand with a
hammer, he may call the hammer a "dumb ass" or some other assaultive term. In
this manner, the individual symbolically projects those primitive sounds of
discomfort at the causal anint of the pain the individual is now experiencing.

According to Nuttall's speech behavior continuum, the next form of speech
to appear in a developing child's repertoire is a command. This speech form is
an overt display of an individual's attempt to control his/her environment.
Because of the norm of politeness and other social mechanisms, direct commands

are not readily accepted in normal equal- status interactions. In order to avoid
the counter-productive effects of a direct command an individual may use a

complex command. A complex cnmmand is a combination of two or more
commands (courteous, communal, question, explanatory, and entertaining
commands).

The final speech form at this level of the continuum is persuasion. The

essential difference between persuasion and commands is more readily evident
from the perspective of the listener. An individual who reacts to a command

does so because he is obligated to or because he finds no reason to object to
complying with the command. The individual wh reacts to persuasion does so

because he/she believes the action is the accurate/appropriate and/or

acceptable/necessary thing to do.



SOUNDS OF COMFORT

Sounds of comfort have their origin in instinctive cooing. Instinctive cooing

is the involuntary expression of pleasure by a child. Exploratory cooing,

responsive cooing, and tailing are extensions of instinctive cooing.

Exploratory cooing and lalling are produced for self-consumption. The child

coos to explore sensational pleasure (tactile) and tails to stimulate auditory

sensation. This verbal behavior is seen as the beginning of egocentric/inner

speech.

Responsive cooing has more of an interactive base than exploratory cooing

or lalling. It is a response to external stimulation. A child may coo in reponse

to external stimulation. A child may coo in response to the attention given by

her/his caretaker. When this type of interaction "provides mutually pleasant

stimuli of all types but with emphasis on vocal and auditory ones," the

interaction is referred to as "vocal play" (Nuttall, in press).

The next developmental advance along the sounds of comfort continuum is

conversation. At this stage interactants attempt to verbally obtain affection,

approval and acceptance from their conversational partner(s). The basic

elements of conversation are: the location and/or the creation of a communion

and an optional confirmation of the communion or the perception ot "oneness"

the participants may be experiencing.
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At the end of the responsive cooing level of the continuum, salutations, a

means for- social contact, is encountered. Infants' instinctive preverbal response

to others is the origin of salutations. This vocal response provides a basis for

the previously mentioned concept of vocal play.

In his theory of speech behavior, Nuttall views speech as originating from

sounds of discomfort which eventually lead to the speaker's sophisticated means

of controlling his/her environment (persuasion), and sounds of comfort which are

the basis for communal exchange (conversation).

In thecy, this model is concerned main!y with speech from a functional
perspective. The categories presented do not discount the presence nor the

importance of language; however, minimal attention is given to the concept.
This is not a deficiency of the model, but rather a concern for focus.

MODES OF SPEECH CONTINUUM

Williams and Naremore (1969) developed a continut m consisting of a

typology depicting the intersection of language form and function in different
speech situations. Theoretically, this continuum is representative of modes of

speech ranging from very simple speech functions (context-centered) to more

complex speech functions (topic-centered). Context-centered speech,

sender-receiver centered speech, and topic centered speech are the three

general modes of speech characterized by Williams and Naremore (1969).
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Context-Centered Speech

Context-centered speech is the first general speech mode. It is

characterized by utterances bound by contextual factors. Responses are quite

short; for example, "wow," "hey," "yes," or simple naming.

Within the general mode "context-centered" there are two specific modes:

contactive and conversative. The contactive mode is characterized by

utterances which reflect upon the sender an attempt. to initiate, evaluate, or

maintain linkage with a receiver. The topic is irrelevant. The following are

examples of utterances which initiate, evaluate, etc.: "Hi," "What?", "Dave?".

The form of these utterances are single words with no syntactic requirements.

The form could be nonvocal also by employing facial expressions or gestures.

The comersative mode is represented by utterances which reinforce and

maintain linkages with the receiver. In this mode the receiver of a verbal

utterance displays the ability to respond to the utterance sent. An appropriate

response indicates the interactant's comprehension of the topic within the

discourse. For example, "What is this?" (while holding a familiar object, a shoe),

and receiving The answer, "A shoe." Minimal word forms and syntactic fragments

are allowable, but the structure can reach to relatively developed sequences.

Sender-Centered Speech

The second general mode of speech is sender-receiver centered speech. The

responses are topic related and may be elaborated, only through the reference

to concrete and particular experience (William & Naremore, 1969).
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The two specific modes categorized within this mode are: descriptive and

directive. When employing the descriptive mode, the sender attempts to relate a

particular experience or describe an event, place or person (real or imagined) to

the receiver. The description reveals experience from a sender's perspective.

The form allows for minimal word forms and syntactic fragments for naming or

commands, but syntactic elaboration is required to verbally symbolize the

structure of the experience. An example of descriptive interaction might be:

"What happened at the park?" "I tripped over a log and hurt my head." The

target of the question responded in the first person with a brief description of

his/her misadventure.

The directive mode is characterized by an attempt on the part of the

speaker to prescribe or direct an experience or operation so that the receiver

may follow the verbal directions. The sender attempts to take the receiver's

perspective. In this manner, the sender demonstrates growing social awareness

and the ability to incorporate this information into her/his message generation.

An example is: "Can you tell me where the park is?" "If you know where the

library is..." In the response, the speaker attempts to adapt the instructions to

the anticipated knowledge of the receiver

Topic-Centered Speech

Topic-centered speech is represented by explicit topical elaboration. The

topic is the focus of the speech. The message may be viewed as being highly

organized. Topic-centered speech contains three specific modes: interpretive or

explanative, narrative, and persuasive. The interpretive or explanative mode is

represented by the speaker interpreting or explaining the meaning of some event
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experienced, or some idea or concept known. For example: "Why should you

brush your teeth?" "Becatse it keeps them healthy and free from decay."

The narrative mode reflects upon the sender an attempt to verbally

organize and develop a story or experience in sequence. The speaker's

utterances are adapted to the receiver's perspective. The form of this type of

utterance (topic-centered) requires the speaker to use maximal lexical and

syntactic alternatives. This style of discourse is not dependent upon the

reference to concrete experience, and nonverbal forms are minimally relevant in

carrying the "textual meaning"1 at this level. An example of the narrative mode

is: "Can you tell me the story of Jack and the Beanstalk?" "There was this boy

named Jack...etc."

The final mode characterized as topic-centered speech is the persuasive

mode. The persuasive mode is :haracterized by an attempt by the sender to

induce direction in thinking or behaving on the part of the target by using a

verbal strategies. For example, If childA and Child B both desire object X, a

persuasive utterance would be "If you give me X, I'll give you a kiss." or "Why

don't we share X; it will be much nicer that way." In the slrmer the agent is

offering the promise of affection if he/she is given X; in the latter the agent is

appealing to social pressure or norms to induce child B to comply with A's

wishes.

In this continuum Williams and Naremore present an explanation of the

development of language form and function. They posit three general modes and

seven specific functional categories within these modes. They suggest this

continuum represents a developmental hierarchy. Research employing the

continuum tends to support this contention (Ricci llo, 1974; Hopper, 1970).
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However, their continuum shows minimal concern, if any, for the basic origin of

speech behavior. These scholars concentrate their examination on development

once the child has acquired the basics of language ur9age.

Upon close examination, Nuttall's (1980) theory of speech behavior and

Williams and Naremore's (1969) Modes of Speech Continuum can be seen as

complementary. They appear to parallel one another closely. These similarities

are diagrammed in the chart A listed below.

CHART A

A Comparison of Nuttall's speech forms and Williams and Naremore's

functional categories of speech

Theory of Speech Behavior Modes of Speech Continuum

Salutation Contactive mode

Communal/Conversation Conversative mode

Command/Complex Command Directive mode

Persuasion Persuasive mode

2Auditory explanation Interpretative/Explanative

mode

2Auditory entertainment Narrative mode
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This comparison may impart some additional validity to both theories. The

empirical findings of the modes of speech continuum may offer the theory of
speech behavior some scientific validity, and the theoretical explanations

presented in the theory of speech behavior may serve ar, a basis for additional

theoretic refinements and possible new research directions for the modes of

speech continuum.



END NOTES

1
is is known that a large portion of the relational and affective meaning

of verbal exchanges is carried by the nonverbal channel. However, due to the

nature of the theories being analyzed, no consideration is given to the

contribution of nonverbals to the interaction.

2
The explanation of Nuttall's Theory of Speech Behavior is not complete.

The description offered here is concerned with the portion of the theory that

focuses on the speaker; however, the conclusion of this paper makes reference

to concepts extracted from the listener portion of Nuttall's theory (Auditory

explanation, and Auditory entertainment). For further clarification of these

terms consult Nuttall (in press).
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